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1. If a free Lie ring has n generators and A is a nonsingular nXn

matrix of complex elements, then when the generators undergo a

linear transformation of matrix A, the module of all forms of degree

m in the generators is mapped into itself by a linear transformation of

matrix Lm(A) on a set of basis elements. The mapping A—>>Ln(A) is

a representation of the full linear group known as the mth Lie repre-

sentation [l]. The character of this representation has been shown

[2] to be ym = m~1'}2<nm p.(d)sa/d, where p(k) is the Mobius function

of the integer k, and sr is the sum of the rth powers of the eigenvalues

of A. The decomposition of the mth Lie representation into its ir-

reducible constituents is in exact correspondence with the analysis

of the symmetric function ym into Schur functions. When m is prime

there is a simple rule for the coefficient a\ of any S-function {X} in

7„„ [2], but there is no such rule when m is composite. Since 5™

= 22x Xd™'d{ M, where %p is the irreducible character of the class (p)

of the symmetric group ©m corresponding to the partition (X) of m,

it follows that [10],

ax = — E p(d)xcC"'d.
m    d\m

The calculation of ax thus reduces to the calculation of characters of

the form x^»«.

It is the purpose of this note to suggest, in §2, a method of cal-

culation of these characters, and, in §3, to indicate some relations

satisfied by the a\.

2. The well known formulae for xi» are

«l]I(Ar-  X„  -  t+ S)
X T<S

v.m   =r   -——;-

U(^r+p-r)\
r

where p = number of parts in (X);

x ml

II (Xr + X, - r - s + 1)
r,8
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where (X) = (Xi, X2, • • • ) is the partition conjugate to (X);

x 777!
Xira = — >

where H\ is the product of the hook-lengths hij in the hook-graph of

(X) [3]. These give the coefficient of {x} in s™ An alternative

method, which extends to Xr"i/r. the coefficient of {X} in s™It, is by

evaluation of certain determinants; [4, pp. 134-135; 5]. Thus to find

Xi'o1 we evaluate

1111

5!    6!    7!    8!

1111 35     4

2!    3!    4!    5! 8!    5!
10! ,   or preferably   10!

11 3 11

1!     2! 5!     2!

1
1     —

1!

obtained respectively from

{5}   {6}   {7}   {8}

|„„1 W   {3}   {4}   {5} {5P}   {213}1531 }=       -     {0}   {1}   {2}     and^312)=      {5}       {2}      •

■       •     {0}   {1}

[6] giving 567. To find the coefficient of {5312} in slT0/T we replace every

{k} in the first of these determinants by zero if k is not a multiple

of r, and by l/(k/r)! if it is. Multiplying the determinant by (10/r)!

gives the required coefficient. Thus the coefficients of {5312} in

s2, 4i 5io are respectively

I 1

3! 4!

1
5!   1     •     —     •     = 15,       2!    •       •       •      1     =2, and zero,

2!

II 1

.      .       j       . j

giving the coefficient of {5312} in 710 as 55. This was given as 53 by

Thrall [l], but was later corrected by Brandt [2].
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Justification of the above procedure is given conveniently by the

use of the differential operator D\ obtained from {X} by replacing

sat by i'd'/dsi, [7]. Thus the coefficient of {X} in s? is Dxs?, and

if (X) = (Xi, X2, • • • , Xp), the coefficient can be written as

D\t 7)\I+i • ■ • Z>x1+P_i

D\2~i      7>\2     ■ • • D\2+p-2
m

D\s—2      D\3-i • ■ • 77x3+p_3   Si

D\p-p+i       • • ■       D\p

and the only effective part of each Dk is (&!)_1d*/3sJ. Then in D^'

the only effective part of each Dk is

1 k\ dh'r 1       dk'T
_rklr __

k\ rk'"(k/r)l        dskrlr       (k/r)\ dsh/r

so that we get zero elements in the determinant when k is not a

multiple of r, and elements l/(k/r)l when k is a multiple of r.

3. We now list a number of results concerning the ox-

I. When 777 is prime, a\ is the integer nearest to t»-1Xi»» [2].

II. am=0 ior m>l, [10], and aim = 0 for m>l.

These follow since am = m~1'Yjp(d), and aim = m~1'^l( — l)m+m,dp(d).

III. am_i,i = l for 7re>l, [10], and a2i'»-2 = l for m>2.

These follow since

m—1,1 m—1,1

Xi™       =777—1,    and    Xah       =  — 1    for a > 1, b 2j 1,

[8, p. 137] and so

am-l,l  = 777-1    777 —  1  —   2L, P(d)      =   1 for 777 >   1,
L d^l J

a2i-»-2 = m-i\ m — l _  J] (— l)m+m,dfi(d) \ = 1, for 77? > 2.

IV. If 777 is odd or a multiple of four, then o^ = a:x- It is well known

that Xamii~Xccmid for odd values of d, and also for even d whenever

777/^ is even. This proves IV.

When ?77 is twice an odd integer, Xdm'd= ~X^mid ior even d, and in

this case ym, expressed in power sums, can be written as P + Q,

where the coefficients of {X} and {\} are the same in P, but have

opposite signs in Q. P has all s™/d with odd d, and Q has all s%/a with

even d. There are certain partitions (X) for which the coefficient of

{X} in Q is zero, and for these a\ = a%.
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The following three results are typical of many which can be ob-

tained by equating appropriate coefficients when the right hand side

of

m~x E u(d)sd     = E «x{x]
dim X

is expressed in terms of power sums by writing

{X} = (wi)"1 E ApX&,
p

where hp is the order of the class (p)=lxl2xl • • •   of  ©m, and Sp

— Si i2   •  •  • •

V. Ex XimQ;x = (tn — 1)! This is obtained by equating coefficients

of jf.
VI. Ewm-r.il ( — l)Ta\=p,(m). Obtained by equating coefficients

of sm.

VII. If S-functions of ranks one and two are written respectively

in Frobenius notation as

and a, & are any two unequal positive integers such that a + b = m,

then Ex0r«x+ E'0«a» = O> where

dr = (-l)y' if tn > Xr ^ a,

= 0 if a> Xr^ b,

=   (-l)'r+l if   b  >   Xr 5:  0,

4>t = (-l)y'i+ir« if *(l + Yh= a- 1,

= (-l)-«+i'«+i if X(l + F», = a - 1,

or if XH + Yti= a- 1,

= 0 otherwise.

This result follows by equating coefficients of sasb, [<>]. Other special

relations of this kind may be obtained by equating coefficients of

saSbSc, and of other terms. They depend on a knowledge of expressions

such as dr, c6( above for the appropriate characteristics of ©m.

VIII. If hd is the order of the class (dmld) of ©„„ then

2       (m-l)l 1
2-, «x = -1-, —>
x tn d    hd

for square free values of d.

We have Dymym = Ex «x-Dx Ex «x {X} = Ex «x- Also
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tQm/d  -|
Y."(d)dmld——  rn-1 E n(d)s~
d ds%ld A d

= (ttt2)"1^ (p(d)ydm'd(m/d)\]

_^ 777!

= (mT1 E -

for square free values of <7

More explicit results may be written down when 777 has some pre-

scribed form. Thus when 777 is a prime p, '^lal = p~1[l+(p — l)\], and

when 7W is the product of two distinct primes p, q,

E ax = — [(pq -1)1 + pq~Kq -1)1+ ^(# -1)1+ l].

When 777 is not twice an odd number we have a\ = a^ by IV. But

if 777 = 2(2^ + 1), then by evaluating Dlmym in two ways, we obtain a

further result;

IX. If 777 is twice an odd number, then E* &\<X\ — (m — T)\/m

• E<* ( —l)d+1(^<*)-1 i°T square free values of d.

Some results on the characters of the Lie representations in the

special case when the number of generators is two have been given

in a recent paper by Davis [l0].

I am indebted to the referee for his comments.
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